Welcome to the
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User : _____________________
Babel : ________ex.fr-N eo-4 en-2 br-1

Mission

On this level 1, your goal is to improve Wikidata in your favorite language. To achieve this, you can translate missing labels and descriptions. You can also translate properties labels. See Wikidata:List of properties

Tips

Put Babel boxes on your Wikidata user page in order to be able to edit labels in your chosen language. You can use tools.dicare.org/translathon/, it will provide you relevant items. If a case needs several people to solve it, give it to the level 2 participants.

Why people will thank you

Making Wikidata more multilingual eases access to this huge data collection. It ables speakers to help it being the glue of the Internet data and making translation more easy too!

>>> Next step : LEVEL 2 ! In that level you will be able to investigate more difficult cases